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The Pictorialist bas always had a soft 
corner for the Pigment and Contro1 
processes for good and sufficient 
reasons. In recent times, it is the 
fashion amongst those who earn their 
bread-and-butter through photogra-

. phy to damn these processes outright 
and hold them up as the evil example 
of photography which it ought not to 
be. 

1t will be conceded right away that 
if you are a member of the large 
growing tribe that is more than happy 
with the machine-produced, auto
matic-processed, computer-exposed, 
stabilized, r{'5in-co,ttcd. rlas:ic-bl!sed 
semi-glossy prints-adequate for block
m:;i kin1> in m1:;ilitv-thPn th,-�"' PYntir 

- . . 

processes are not for you, and it is a 
waste of time, effort and energy to 
pursue these unprofitable things. There 
is nothing to be gained by making a 
"dead dog by the dust-bin" picture, to 
be published in the morning paper. 
in order to arouse Mun.icipal 
Scavenger (Socia/ purpose), in multiple 
gum or a photograph of the local 
politician being pelted with rotten 
eggs in Bromoil Transfer. But then 
if you pursue beauty for its own sake, 
inrerpreting it in your own way, it is 
an entirely different matter. 

lt is the unthinking fashion to con
demo the "old" pigment processes on 
the basis of occasional atrocities 
perpetrated by a few aesthetically 
unskilled workers-one bad Bromoil 
-and the whole Bromoil Process is
out-in half a dozen words of olitright
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condemnation. Why these gentlemen 
do not similarly condemn the bromide 
process, when so many millions of 
dreadful bromide prints are made 
every ,day, is not easy to ex plain! 

In spite of repeated censure, often 
too many violations of the essential 
photographic character of reclitude 
and truthfulness in some of these 
processes-there is nothing inherent 
about such violations at all. The 
pigment image can be, and generally 
is as truthful as the "bromide" image 
can be. 

ln fact, the truthfulness of a photo
graphic image is enhanced if the

particles constituting it are not veiled 
fr"m th,. ";ou.10" 1 n tha. ";"'""''>,-,,♦ 

-- ··-· r·o--···· 

processes the image lies on the support, 
not in the emulsion-base interpack, 
modified by the imperfectly transpar
ent gelatin. 

Secondly, the texture of this image 
lends itself to infinite variations of a 
highly-individualistic nature and opens 
up great creative possibilities. The 
character of each pictorialist's work 
stands out-and is as personal as one's 
signature. 

Thîrdly, the con trol aspect: when 
theoretically "correct" tonal rendering 
of a real world is impossible-to what 
extent can you stray from that norm? 
In practice, except when quantitative 
data derivation is the aim, quite 
considerably. So a little change here 
and a little change there to emphasize 
the message should not cause aoy 
difficulties. The removal of irrelevant 
elements, that add nothing but dis
traction should create no psychological 
harriers. Does not someone recording 
music try to avoid the traffic noise 
the braying of the donkey that are true 
but irrelevant by isolating himself 
and his apparatus in a sound-proof 
enclosure? lf this is acceptable, why 

· should removal of an ugly but ubiqui
tous electricity-supply pole or a funny
unidentifiable shape in the foreground

constitute photographic high crime and 
misdeamènour? Therefore, if you area 
Pictorialist-therefore necessarily an 
individualist, if you like to take up 
technica! challenges beyond the ken 
of the work-a-day photographer, if 
you are interested in the vast field of 
photography for its own sake, if you 
are interested in the inherently beauti
ful media of picture making, if you 
want a medium when your individu
ality and style will flourish and flower 
-then, and only then, come into the
field of Pigment Printîng. Of these,
one of the most certain. Qlle of the
�implesc and l)ne of tbc most beautiful
is the Fresson, or direct�carbon process

,...,1-.;,..1,.. ;.,.. ...... __ ............ :-.... ...... 1.. ........... .-.... 
.. �--- ·- ..... _ --............ ::, ..... ...----···-

extinct as large exhibition-print si1.ed 
negatives for the necessary contact 
printing are trying to pass beyond 
the armoury of the present-day pho
tographer. Most present-day text
books on photography. if they list 
this process at all, refer to il as 
obsolete. As this process can produce 
prints of great beauty and as beauty 
can never be obsolete, it is a pity this 
process is so considered. 

Many pictorialists have called 
Fresson prints "photographic gems". 
"prints with a million dollar look" and 
so on. 

The great Span.ish pictorialist, José 
Ortiz Echagüe, Hon FRPS. has been 
the foremost exponent of this medium. 
He bas been the only one using the 
Fresson process and bas been doing so 
for more than 70 years. Anypne who 
bas seen bis. work will appreciate the 
great beauty of this process. Up to 
the early 1960s, material for this pro
cess was commercially available from 
manufacturers in France, but is no 
Jonger available. It is, therefore, 
necessary to make one's own material 
for this process and, according to us. 
this in a way adds to the charm and 
attraction of the process. 

Fresson like most of the control 
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The gclatin is soakcd fora few bours 
and melted in a water-bath. After all 
the gelatin has melted, 25 cc of alcohol 
or spirit is added to the above mixture. 
The selected paper is coated with the 
hot gelatin spirit mixture. The coating 
is applied to the paper with an urethane 
plastic-faam pad and also smoothed 
with it. The amount of gelatin mixture 
used is about 10 cc per 1,000 sq cms of 
paper, but this again deperids on the 
paper texture. Some more porous 
grades will, perhaps, need a second 
coating. The paper will dry in an hour's 
time. Some brands of paper do not 
need this sizing. But it is better to apply 
sizing to all grades of paper. 

The sized-paper is pinned upon a 
board and is ready for the emulsion 
coàting. The emulsion is prepared as 
follows: 

Soft gelatin 5 gms 
Water 100 cc 

The gelatin is soaked and melted as 
mentioned earlier. The temperature is 
képt at about 40°C. To this is 
addcd .... 

Starch (fine) - 4.5 gms 
Water 20 cc 

The temperature should never exceed 
40°C, so that the starch remains raw 
!lnri flnpc;:: nnt hPf"'nniP rnnlrPrl 

- . - - -- - - - - -- - .. 

-White Cottage
C. Badrinathan
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Notitie
Erratum:The soft gelatin should be dissolved in 100 cc of water and NOT 10 cc. (The original published article mentioned 10 cc of water: this error is already corrected in this PDF-version).
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Markering





[ Erratum published in the sep/oct 1978 issue, p 224 ]

Formula Correction: 

We have been advised by Dr C. Badrinathan that there was an error in the 
published formula for the emulsion in the contribution about The Fresson Process  
(see The Journal, issue dated May/June, 1978, page 132, right-hand column).

The soft gelatin should be dissolved in 100 cc of water and NOT 10 cc.

(Note: this error is already corrected in the text above on page 132 in this PDF-file of 
the original article.)
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